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Abstract

The Machine Learning and Pattern Recognition commu-
nities are facing two challenges: solving the normalization
problem, and solving the deep learning problem.
The normalization problem is related to the difficulty of

training probabilistic models over large spaces while keep-
ing them properly normalized. In recent years, the ML and
Natural Language communities have devoted considerable
efforts to circumventing this problem by developing “un-
normalized” learning models for tasks in which the output
is highly structured (e.g. English sentences). This class
of models was in fact originally developed during the 90’s
in the handwriting recognition community, and includes
Graph Transformer Networks, Conditional Random Fields,
Hidden Markov SVMs, and Maximum Margin Markov Net-
works. We describe these models within the unifying frame-
work of ”Energy-Based Models” (EBM).
The Deep Learning Problem is related to the issue of

training all the levels of a recognition system (e.g. seg-
mentation, feature extraction, recognition, etc) in an inte-
grated fashion. We first consider “traditional” methods for
deep learning, such as convolutional networks and back-
propagation, and show that, although they produce very low
error rates for handwriting and object recognition, they re-
quire many training samples. We show that using unsuper-
vised learning to initialize the layers of a deep network dra-
matically reduces the required number of training samples,
particularly for such tasks as the recognition of everyday
objects at the category level.

1. Two Challenges in Machine Learning

It may come to a surprise to many members of the IC-
DAR community that some of the recent advances in Ma-
chine Learning have their root in the document recognition
literature. What used to be called statistical pattern recogni-
tion, and has become the core of the expanding field of ma-
chine learning (ML), has always been a key component of
document recognition systems. But for many other areas of
computer and information science, such as natural language
processing, computer vision, and robotics, the widespread
adoption of ML methods is relatively recent.
Interestingly, there are at least two important classes of

ML methods that were first developped in the context of

document image recognition: 1. discriminative training
methods for “structured output” problems, particularly the
non-probabilistic kind; 2. learning algorithms and architec-
tures that can simultaneously train the classifier and the fea-
ture extractor in an integrated fashion. These two classes of
methods address two recurring problems in machine learn-
ing: the normalization problem, and the deep learning prob-
lem.
The normalization problem arises in the context of

document recognition when simultaneously training a seg-
menter, a recognizer, and a language model discrimina-
tively. This capability is essential for training handwrit-
ing recognition systems at the word or sentence level, with-
out requiring prior manual segmentation of the characters.
The traditional solution has long been to use a combi-
nation or Neural Networks and Hidden Markov Models
(HMM) [16, 6]. However, the internal normalization of
HMMs often leads to inconsistent decisions, a problem first
pointed out by Bottou [5], and later named the “label bias
problem” by Lafferty et al. [15]. Early solutions involved
“late normalization schemes” which, instead of manipu-
lating normalized probabilities in the HMM, merely ma-
nipulate costs (which may be interpreted as un-normalized
negative log probabilities) [8]. This line of work even-
tually led to the Graph Transformer Network model for
document recognition which uses either a negative log-
likelihood loss function or a Perceptron-like loss func-
tion [18]. In recent years, several authors have also pro-
posed similar “un-normalized” models for discriminative
sequence labeling, notably conditional random fields [15],
perceptron-like models [7], support vector Markov mod-
els [1], and maximum margin Markov networks [28]. This
has spurred a considerable amount of interest for these in
natural language parsing, machine translation, bioinformat-
ics, and computer vision. The common feature of all these
models is the manipulation of energies instead of normal-
ized probabilities. They can all be described using the
unifying concept of energy-based model (EBM), which is
briefly introduced in subsequent sections. More details can
be found in a recent tutorial paper [19].
The deep learning problem arises when learning highly

complex tasks, such as invariant shape recognition [4]. A
time-honored approach to pattern recognition is to use a
manually designed feature extractor, followed by a generic
trainable classifier. However, attempts to solve tasks of
increasing complexity and diversity have lead several re-
searchers to seek methods that can learn the feature extrac-



tor and the classifier in an integrated fashion. The motiva-
tion is to producemethods that can be applied to a wide vari-
ety of problems, without requiring a large amount of skilled
labor for the design of a task-specific preprocessor. One ap-
proach is to dispense with the feature extractor altogether,
and simply apply a generic classification method, such as
a support vector machines (SVM) or a two-layer neural
net to raw pixels. Unfortunately, SVMs and simple neu-
ral nets are shallow architectures in which the entire clas-
sification function is implemented with only two stages of
non-linearities. There is theoretical and empirical evidence
that such shallow architectures are extremely limited when
it comes to learning high-level tasks involving complex in-
variances [4, 14]. A more appropriate approach is to use a
deep architecture, composed of multiple successive layers
that can perform feature extraction and classification (and
sometimes segmentation as well) in an integrated fashion.
Well-designed deep architectures can be trained with gra-
dient descent (using back-propagation) in supervised mode.
A a notable example of such end-to-end supervised learn-
ing system is the Convolutional networks [17, 18]. Convo-
lutional networks typically comprise 4 to 8 layers, each of
which can be seen as a bank of convolutional filters fol-
lowed by a point-wise non-linearity. Each convolutional
layer is often followed by feature-pooling layer that re-
duces the resolution through a local max or averaging op-
eration. Among purely learning-based approach applied to
raw pixels, they hold the record on the MNIST handwrit-
ten numeral dataset, with 0.4% error rate [27]. They have
also been applied successfully to a variety of Computer
Vision and Pattern Recognition tasks, such as face detec-
tion [10, 24], generic object recognition [20, 14], and vi-
sual navigation for mobile robots [21]. However, due to the
large number of free parameters involved, such purely su-
pervised, end-to-end training requires a fair amount of train-
ing samples to reach good accuracy. Moreover, while back-
propagation works reliably with convolutional nets, the
same cannot be said when it is applied to fully-connected
neural nets with many layers.
While the general problem of training deep architectures

is still considered largely unsolved, a new promising ap-
proach has started to emerge in the last two years called
Deep Belief Networks (DBN) [12, 13, 3, 23]. The main idea
of DBN training is to initially train each layer one-by-one
in an unsupervised fashion. Each layer is composed of an
encoder, which maps inputs to outputs (or feature vectors),
and a decoder that stochastically reconstructs the input from
the output. The layer is trained to model the distribution of
input vectors. Each layer is fed with the output of the previ-
ous layer. Once the unsupervised learning is complete, the
chain of encoders forms a feed-forward network that ex-
tract representations of increasingly high level. This feed-
forward network can then be fine-tuned with supervised
back-propagation. The method produces excellent, record-
braking results onMNIST numerals [12, 23]. Futhermore, it
allows a drastic reduction of the required number of labeled
examples, which is particularly important for computer vi-
sion tasks in which the number of training samples is as
low [25] (as low as 30 samples per category for the popular
Caltech-101 object recognition benchmark).
The following sections describe the Energy-Based Mod-

els approach and the Deep Belief Network approach in more
details.

2. Energy-Based Models

This section gives a brief introduction to energy-based
learning. A more detailed treatment can be found in [19].
Recognition systems capture the dependencies between a
set of observed variables X , such as the pixels of an im-
age, and a set of answer variables Y to be predicted (e.g.
the words in a text image, or the catgories of the objects in
a natural image). An EBM takes in all the variables (ob-
served or unobserved) as inputs, and produces a scalar en-
ergy E(Y, X) which measures the “compatibility” between
the values of the variables. The inference process (finding
the best answer for a given input) consists in finding the val-
ues of Y that is most compatible with the observed input,
i.e., the ones that minimizes the energy:

Y ! = argminy"YE(y, X), (1)

where Y is a suitably defined domain for Y . One can trans-
form an EBM into a probabilistic model through the Gibbs
distribution

P (Y |X) =
e#!E(Y,X)

!

y"Y
e#!E(y,X)

, (2)

where ! is an arbitrary positive constant. This transforma-
tion requires that the integral in the denominator (the par-
tition function converges. The EBM inference through en-
ergy minimization can be seen as a maximum a posteriori
estimation of Y .
In many applications, some the relevant variables are

neither inputs nor answers. They are referred to as la-
tent variables and denoted Z . For example, in handwriting
recognition, the correct segmentation of the sentence into
words and characters is never given to us, but it must be in-
ferred in order to recognize the sentence. The recognition
process can be seen as simultaneously searching for the best
answer and the best segmentation. We can view this as si-
multaneously minimizing an energy function over Y and Z:

Y ! = argminy"Y min
z"Z

E(z, y, X), (3)

This comes down to redefining the energy as E(Y, X) =
minz"Z E(z, y, X), and applying equation 1. In
a probabilistic framework, latent variables must be
marginalized over, instead of minimized over. This
comes down to redefining the energy as E(Y, X) =
!1/! log

!

z"Z
e#!E(z,y,X), and applying equation 2.

A typical EBM-type architecture for handwriting recog-
nition is represented in figure 1.

2.1. Training an EBM

Since EBM inference produces values of Y with the
smallest energy for a givenX , training an EBMwill consist
in finding an energy function that produce a lower energy



Figure 1. The architecture of an Energy-Based Model
for handwriting recognition. The input X is an image of
a word, the segmentation of which is unknown a priori. Y
is the label sequence, and Z is the latent segmentation vari-
able which encodes possible ways in which the input im-
age can be segmented into characters. In many handwrit-
ing systems, a particular segmentation and interpretation is
represented as a path in a graph. The inference process si-
multaneously mininizes E(Z, Y, X) with respect to Y and
Z, which is performed by running a shortest-path algorithm
on the graph.

for the desired value(s) of Y than for all other values. First
we define a family of energy functions indexed by a param-
eter W , among which our learning algorithm will find the
best one, E = {E(W, Y, X) : W " W}. Given a set of
labeled training samples S = {(X i, Y i) : i = 1 . . . P},
we must design a loss functional L(E(W, ., .),S), whose
role is to indicate how well (or how badly) an energy func-
tion E(W, ., .) performs on the training set S. To simplify,
we use the notation L(E(W, ., .),S) = L(W,S) Training
the EBM comes down to finding theW ! that minimizes the
loss. The loss is defined as an average over the training set
of a per-sample loss:

L(W,S) =
1

P

P
"

i=1

L(Y i, E(W,Y, X i)) + R(W ), (4)

where R(W ) is a regularization term that embeds our prior
knowledge about which energy functions are preferable to
others. the per-sample loss must be designed in such a
way that its minimization will have the effect of making
the energy of the correct answer E(W, Y i, X i) lower than
the energy of any other answer E(W, y, X i), y #= Y i.

Several types of loss functions have been proposed for
this purpose, going back to the early days of discrimi-
native training for speech recognition. They include the
negative log-likelihood loss [2], empirical error [22], and
LVQ2 [9]. For handwriting recognition, the negative log-
likelihood [16, 18], and the perceptron criterion [18] have
been used for many years.
The most common loss function is the negative log-

likelihood:

Lnll(W, Y i, X i) = E(W, Y i, X i)+
1

!
log

#

y

e#!E(W,y,Xi)

For a single training sample (Y i, X i), this is simply the
negative log of P (Y i|X i) as given by equation 2. Minimiz-
ing this loss can be performed with a stochastic gradient-
based procedure:

W $ W!"

$

#E(W, Y i, X i)

#W
!

#

y

P (y|X i)
#E(W, y, X i)

#W

%

Where " is a suitably chosen step size (a positive,
semi-definite matrix). The first term “pushes down” on
E(W, Y i, X i) and the second term “pulls up” (with the
same total force) on the energies of all values of Y . Unfor-
tunately, evaluating the integral in the second term may be
intractable. This is the main manifestation of the normal-
ization problemmentioned in the introduction. The problem
is commonly approached through Monte-Carlo sampling or
variational methods.
One the main motivations behind the EBM approach is

to circumvent this problem by devising other loss functions
that do not involve intractable integrals. A popular loss
function is the so-called perceptron loss [18, 7]:

Lptron(W, Y i, X i) = E(W, Y i, X i) ! min
y

E(W, y, X i)

This loss merely pushes up on the energy of the best an-
swer produced by the system. It is the limit of the neg-
ative log-likelihood loss for large values of !. Unfortu-
nately, while the perceptron loss works well in most cases,
there is no guarantee that the energy of the desired answer
will be strictly lower than the others. This loss could re-
sult in a completely flat energy surface in which every an-
swers have the same energy. To fix this problem, several
authors have proposed loss functions with a margin. First,
we must define the most offending incorrect answer, de-
noted Ȳ i, as the answer with the lowest energy that is dif-
ferent (or substantially different) from the correct answer
Ȳ i = argminy"Y,y $=Y iE(W, y, X). We can now define the
hinge loss:

Lhinge(W, Y i, X i) = [m+E(W, Y i, X i)!E(W, Ȳ i, X i)]+

where m is a positive margin parameter, and [v]+ =
max(0, v). This loss attempts to make the energy of the
desired answer lower than the energy of the most offending
incorrect answer by at least m. Several models have been
proposed that use loss functions of this type, including the
Support Vector Markov Model [1], and the MaximumMar-
gin Markov Networks [28]. Other margin-like losses have
been used for face detection and pose estimation, as well as
for manifold learning [24, 11].



2.2. Architectures for Structured Problems

Training an EBM is particularly simple in the special
case where the energy is a linear function of the param-
eters: E(W, Y, X) = WT F (X, Y ), where F (X, Y ) is a
feature vector extracted by a suitably designed preproces-
sor. Minimizing any of the above losses using a gradient-
based method become an extremely simple problem. Three
methods that have attracted a considerable amount of at-
tention in the ML and NLP communities in the last few
years can essentially be viewed as linearly parameterized
energies with different loss functions. Collins’s natural lan-
guage parsers use the perceptron loss [7], the Conditional
Random Field model (CRF) uses the negative log likelihood
loss [15], while the Support Vector Markov Model [1] and
theMaximumMarginMarkov Net [28] use variations of the
hinge loss.
Although the linear parameterization has the apparent

advantage of making the loss functions convex, the result-
ing models are “shallow”, and hence are limited in their
ability to learn complex tasks efficiently. To many ob-
servers in the speech and handwriting communities, lim-
iting the discussion to linearly parameterized models seems
like somewhat of a throwback to the past. Discrimina-
tive handwriting recognition systems that are trained at the
word level, that use highly complex non-linearly parame-
terized energy functions have been developed and commer-
cially deployed (for automated check reading) since the mid
90’s [18]. These systems use “deep architectures” that in-
tegrate feature extraction and classification in one trainable
module (a convolutional network).

3. Training Deep Architectures

In the introduction, we alluded to the limitations of shal-
low architectures, such as SVMs and other kernel methods,
and to the potential advantages of deep architectures. Deep
architectures are composed of multiple layers of non-linear
modules, each of which is dependent upon a set of trainable
parameters. Conversely, shallow architectures comprise at
most two layers of trainable non-linear functions. The main
problem with shallow architectures is that they may require
an exponential number of elements in the first layer to im-
plement certain classes of functions. It has been argued that
some of the tasks that are inefficiently implemented by shal-
low architectures include invariant shape classification, par-
ticularly if background clutter is present [4]. A good ex-
perimental demonstration of this is shown in table 1. The
task is to recognize the category of generic objects from the
NORB dataset [14]. The NORB dataset contains 50 toys
from 5 categories under numerous different viewpoints, il-
luminations, and background clutter. The categories are hu-
man figures, animals, airplanes, cars, and trucks. 25 objects
are used for training, with 9720 views each, for a total of
291,600 training samples including 9720 background im-
ages. The 25 other objects are used for testing, with 1944
views each, for a total of 58,320 test samples, including
1944 background images. An SVM with Gaussian kernel,
and a convolutional net were trained on this dataset by feed-
ing them with raw pixel images (roughly 100x100 pixels).

SVM Convolutional Net
test error 43.3% 16.38% 7.5% 7.2%

training time 10,944 420 2,100 5,880(min*GHz)
sample test time
(sec*GHz) 2.2 0.04

Table 1. Testing error rates and training/testing timings
on the NORB dataset. The CPU times are normalized to
hypothetical 1GHz single CPU. The convolutional nets have
multiple results with different numbers of training epochs.

After carefu adjustment of the SVM parameters to obtain
the best result (kernel width = 104, and C = 40), 5% of the
training samples were support vectors. The results clearly
show that the SVM is overwhelmed by the complexity of
the task. This is because an SVM is little more than a glo-
rified template matcher. Its first layer (the kernels) merely
compares the incoming vector to the support vectors from
the training set. The matching scores are then linearly com-
bined. By contrast, the 6-layer convolutional net produce
low error rates, and learns the task relatively quickly. This
occurs despite the fact that the SVM loss is convex while
the convolutional net’s loss is not.
One problem however, is the ravenous apetite of super-

vised learning for labeled training samples. The Deep Be-
lief Network approach allows us to reduce the need for la-
beled samples by sequentially training all the layers but the
last one in unsupervised mode. In his DBN work, Hin-
ton uses a so-called Restricted Boltzmann Machine (RBM)
for each layer. In an RBM, the hidden layer is composed
of binary stochastic units, from which the input is recon-
structed. The loss function is the negative log likelihood of
the input data. Unfortunately, the second term of the loss
is intractable, and one must resort to a Markov chain Monte
Carlo method to approximate it by sampling. The method is
dubbed “Contrastive Divergence”. Such a deep network, af-
ter fine-tuning with back-propagation reaches less than 1%
error onMNIST, which is the record among knowledge-free
methods.
In the last year, our group has proposed an alternative

method for learning such a deep hierarchy of features in an
unsupervised manner [23, 25, 26]. Our method constrains
the feature vectors at each layer to be sparse and overcom-
plete, because of the well-known advantages to such rep-
resentations for recognition. The method was used to pre-
train the convolutional filters of a convolutional net applied
to the MNIST dataset of handwritten numerals. The feed-
forward part of the network was then refined with backprop-
agation, yielding a record 0.39% error [23]. In a more re-
cent work, a method was proposed to learn a deep hierarchy
of increasingly invariant features, by including the “feature
pooling” layer of a convolutional net into the unsupervised
module [25]. Trained with this method, an extremely com-
pact convolutional net achieved 54% recognition rate on the
Caltech-101 object recognition dataset with 101 categories.
For comparison, the same architecture trained entirely su-
pervised yields a disappointing 22% recognition rate with
30 training samples per class.



4. Conclusion

The main advantages of the EBM approach are that: 1.
the absence of normalization gives us more flexibility in the
choice of energy functions. We are not limited to functions
that can be normalized; 2. we are free to use other loss func-
tions than the one prescribed by the probabilistic approach
(the negative log likelihood loss and its variations). In par-
ticular, we are free to use loss functions that do not involve
the evaluation of an intractable integral (or sum).
The EBM approach provides a simple conceptual frame-

work with which one can describe many of the discrimina-
tive models recently developed in the ML and NLP com-
munities, and not-so-recently developed in the handwriting
and speech recognition communities.
One long term goal of Machine Learning (at least for

some of us in the ML community), is to devise sufficiently
general and powerful learning methods that can learn an en-
tire recognition task from end to end with a minimal amount
of labeled samples. We hinted at the fact that currently pop-
ular “shallow” models, such as kernel methods, fall short.
If we want to scale the applicability of learning methods to
AI-like tasks, we must concentrate our effort on solving the
still-unsolved “deep learning problem”.
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